INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT This paper deals with the resonances in Mathieu's equation
x +(a+bp(t)) x=0, p(t+2?)#p(t),
where a and b are real parameters. As is well known, in the (a, b)-plane, for all k # N, resonance tongues emanate from the points (a, b)=(( k 2 ) 2 , 0), as shown in Fig. 1 . Inside these tongues, or instability domains, the trivial periodic solution x=x* =0 is unstable. Compare Van der Pol and Strutt [20] , Stoker [23] , Hochstadt [16] , Keller and Levy [17] , Magnus and Winkler [21] or Arnol'd [2 4 ]. For related work on nonlinear parametric forcing, see Hale [15] and Broer et al. [6 8, 10, 13] . For nonlinear discrete versions see [18, 19] . Classical choices for the periodic function p are p(t)= { cos t sgn cos t (classical Mathieu case) (square Hill's case). In the classical Mathieu case the tongue boundaries at the kth resonance are tangent of order k&1, i.e., with a contact of order k. Also, it is known [17, 3, 13] that these boundaries are transversal as soon as the kth harmonic of the function p does not vanish. In Broer and Levi [9] , for preliminary work also see [1, 13] , a geometrical explanation was offered for the instability pockets as they appear in square Hill's case or in perturbations of the classical Mathieu case like with p(t)=cos t+c 2 cos 2t, where c 2 is a small parameter. See Fig. 1 . In the latter case it turns out that, near the second resonance (a, b)=(1, 0), one instability pocket occurs for 0 { |c 2 | < < 1, which can be explained in terms of a Whitney fold in a 2-dimensional map, cf. [9] . One could say that the parameter c 2 versally deforms the singularity in the classical Mathieu equation for k=2.
Presently the problem is to generalize this result to the kth resonance. It turns out that more parameters are needed then. For the function p we take p(t)=cos t+c 2 cos(2t)+ } } } +c k cos(kt)+ } } } +s 2 sin(2t)+ } } } +s k sin(kt)+ } } } ,
where the c j and s j are considered small parameters. Our main concern, however, is with the reversible case where p(&t)#p(t), so where s j #0. As in [9] , a main tool for these investigations is Hill's map, which assigns to each value of (a, b) the corresponding Poincare or period matrix P:
Here SP(1) is the 3-dimensional Lie group of symplectic 2_2-matrices. In the reversible case range (H) is 2-dimensional. Hill's map H=H c, s is considered in dependence of sufficiently many parameters (c, s)= (c 1 , c 2 , ..., s 1 , s 2 , ...). We now describe our approach. The tongues in the (a, b)-plane are the H-preimages of the unstable matrices in its range, i.e., with real eigenvalues * and 1Â*( { \1). The stable matrices, i.e., with eigenvalues *, * ( { \1) on the unit circle, form a pair of cones with \Id as vertices. The problem then is how the family H c maps the (a, b)-plane to its 2-dimensional range. In particular, at the kth resonance we have for all values of c that H c ((
2 , 0)=(&1) k Id, and our interest is with the corresponding singularity and its unfoldings. The main result of this paper runs as follows.
Theorem 1 (Cuspoid normal form in reversible case). Fixing a resonance k # N, consider the reversible near Mathieu equation (1) x +(a+bp(t)) x=0, with p c (t)=cos t+c 2 cos(2t)+ } } } +c k cos(kt).
In the rescaling b=$B
consider H d =H d (a, B) for (a, B)r(( where +=(+ 1 , ..., + k&1 ). Moreover the tongue boundaries of (1) correspond to the C + -preimage of B 1 =\a 1 .
FIG. 2.
The geometry of tongues in the cuspoid family C + for k=3. The parameter c 2 (resp. c 3 ) in the horizontal (resp. vertical) axis.
A proof is given in Section 3. A left right equivalence consists of smooth coordinate transformations both on the image and on the range, together with a diffeomorphic reparametrization. This normal form from singularity theory has a simple structure. The tongue boundaries at the kth resonance thus become the zero-set of polynomials B k + k&1 j=1 + j B j \a. Thus its geometry in the reversible case is completely understood by Theorem 1, compare Fig. 2 for the resonance k=3. In particular this implies that one can produce any number of instability pockets not exceeding k&1 and all intermediate tangencies (counting multiplicities), by an appropriate choice of the parameters c=(c 2 , ..., c k ).
By the algorithmic nature of our approach, which heavily rests on an averaging procedure [13, 14] , the pull-back to the family H c can be traced, compare Fig. 3 . A major problem is to prove the main result for any resonance k # N. For this a k-fold averaging is needed. This leads to a computational normal form of Hill's map, which is another main result of the present paper. Here, next to the averaging of [14] , we also use direct information on the Floquet matrix of the trivial periodic solution.
In the nonreversible case the range of H c, s is 3-dimensional and therefore folding no longer is generic. Generally the instability pockets tend to disappear; compare Fig. 5 . This follows from the general (nonreversible) version of the computational normal form. For an example in the case k=2 see [9] . One question is whether disconnected tongues can occur. This turns out not to be not the case. Remarks v For the first resonance H is a local diffeomorphism, which explains why the first tongue in Fig. 1 has transverse boundaries. The case k=2 involves a family of Whitney folds; see [9] . Also compare Fig. 1 top and bottom left.
v The fact that H c is considered as a (local) family means that all harmonics up to order k are present. By these a versal deformation is obtained for the singularity in the classical Mathieu case. By C -stability of the cuspoid family, the result has some robustness. In particular this holds for the addition of higher harmonics, see (2) , the coefficients of which, by smoothness or analyticity, decay sufficiently fast.
An immediate generalization of our approach leads to the following problem. Consider the case where, instead of p 0 (t)=cos t, for the unperturbed case (or central singularity) p 0 an arbitrary trigonometric polynomial is taken. Simply by averaging, one easily obtains the orders of contact of all tongue tips. For an example see Fig. 4 . In the figure the resonance tongues up to k=9 are seen. The value b=0 is a zero of the with of the tongue of multiplicity 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, respectively. In general, unless some particular choice of A, B is done, to obtain the multiplicity one has to look for the minimum value m>0 such that m 1 +4m 4 +5m 5 =k, |m 1 | +|m 4 | +|m 5 |=m. Also compare [17, 3, 13, 19] . In the light of the present paper the question is how to unfold these cases by addition of appropriate harmonics. For more related work we refer to the conclusive section.
We end the introduction by briefly outlining this paper. Section 2 first presents the local geometry of the manifold containing the Poincare matrix, related to the kth resonance of Mathieu's equation (1) . By the exponential map our investigations are transferred to the Floquet matrix. Second, we formulate the averaging (normal form) theorem, which at the kth resonance provides approximations of the Poincare and the Floquet matrix in terms of the normal form coefficients.
Then, Section 3 contains a proof of the main Theorem 1. Indeed, we first describe how the Poincare and Floquet matrix depend on the parameters c=(c 2 , ..., c k ), so arriving at Hill's and Floquet's map (see Fig. 5 ). These considerations are summarized in a computational normal form theorem. Second, we discuss how to obtain the cuspoid normal form of Theorem 1.
In Section 4 the nonreversible case near the classical Mathieu equation is briefly dealt with. One thing we show is that disconnected tongues cannot occur locally in the near Mathieu setting. To this and some other ends a computational normal form theorem is given of this case. Finally, Section 5 contains a brief summary.
A proof of the averaging theorem is postponed to Appendix A. Appendix B displays certain lower order normal form coefficients, relevant to us. In Appendix C we consider the intersections of the tongue boundaries in these cases. This helps us to find the appropriate and quite natural scaling needed in the proofs of Sections 3 and 4. Finally in Appendix D it is shown that disconnected tongues cannot occur in the present setting.
POINCARE AND FLOQUET MATRIX, AVERAGING
In this section the preliminaries are set. First we give a simple local exposition of the symplectic group, at the same time passing from the Poincare to the Floquet (monodromy) matrix. Next we obtain an expression for this Floquet matrix by a normalizing (averaging) procedure.
Geometry of the Matrix Spaces
For local results near the kth resonance instead of Hill's map H we can resort to the Floquet's map F by
Here F is a Floquet matrix of the trivial periodic solution. The reason is that the exponential map is a local chart (sp(1), 0) Ä (SP(1), Id). Here sp(1)=sl(2) is the 3-dimensional linear space of trace, zero 2_2 matrices.
Reversibility is expressed as follows. Putting x* = y, we consider the involution R=diag[1, &1]. The Poincare matrix P then is reversible if RPR=P
&1
. For the Floquet matrix F the corresponding infinitesimal condition reads FR=&RF. Let us denote the corresponding matrix spaces by SR(1)/SP(1) and sr(1)/sp (1) .
Next let us consider the domain of stability. To this end we take the basis (1)=sl (2), with corresponding coordinates (X, Y, Z).
Let us consider the spaces of 2_2 matrices sr(1)/sp(1): the reversible symplectic matrices contained in the symplectic ones. The following result reveals the local geometry. 
In the symplectic reversible plane Z=0 we take coordinates (X, Y) in which case stability is determined by X 2 >Y 2 and the stability boundaries by Y=\X.
Canonical Transformations, Normalization
We perform several canonical transformations to get the general form of the Floquet map. It turns out to be convenient to consider the following, slightly more general, version of Hill's equation
where (:, ;)=(: 0 , ..., : n , ; 2 , ..., ; n ) are small parameters.
Remarks
v This is the general expression including harmonics up to order n. Indeed, the term in sin t can be cancelled by a time shift, which reduces the first harmonic to only a cos term and allows us to take ; 1 =0. The reversible case (as before) is obtained by taking ;=0.
v The correspondence to (1) near the kth resonance (a, b)=((
2 , 0) runs as follows:
; j =bs j , where j=1, 2, 3, ..., n. Note that we need that n k. In the proof of the normal form theorem we shall take n=k. Also note that in (1) we have c 1 =1, hence : 1 =b and also s 1 =; 1 =0.
We proceed by writing Eq. (6) in the Hamiltonian form
with Hamilton function
: j cos( jt)+ :
and H 1 (x, y)= O(:, ;), we first introduce the traditional canonical change of variables
giving H 0 the rotationally symmetric form
A second canonical change of variables passes to complex variables
introducing . as a (shifted) time t and J as a variable canonically conjugate to .. Furthermore we write z=e i.
. This yields
The third canonical transformation aims to cancel the dependence of H 1 on ., except for resonant terms. This is a normalizing (averaging) transformation, based on a Lie series method. Compare, e.g., [13, 14] . In the Appendix we shall describe the method of Giorgilli Galgani [14] in detail, here we just present the general format of the result.
Theorem 3 (Complex normal form). For any fixed resonance k # N and for any order N # N, by a canonical change of coordinates the Hamiltonian H=H 0 +H 1 can be reduced to the form
where the coefficients # 2, N , # 1, N and # 0, N are functions of the parameters :, ;. Moreover, # 0, N =&#Ä 2, N , while # 1, N is purely imaginary. Finally, # l, N+1 (:, ;)=# l, N (:, ;)+O(:, ;) N+1 , for l=0, 1, 2.
v From now on we suppress the dependence on the order N as far as possible.
v As usual, reversibility is preserved by the normalizing transformations. In the format H this is characterized by the property that # 0 , and hence also # 2 , is real.
v We here note that in the Giorgilli Galgani algorithm, the formal power series G is neither a generating function in the classical sense, nor the Hamiltonian of an infinitesimal generator. See [14] for additional properties.
Corollary 4 (Approximal Floquet matrix).
Under the conditions of Theorem 3 the Floquet map F, in dependence of the parameters :, ; up to order N, expressed in the coordinates (X, Y, Z) on sp(1), cf. Proposition 2, gets the form
where
The reversible case is characterized by \ 2 =0, while the stability boundary is given by _
The corollary reduces our job to studying the map
which provides the normal form coefficients. The components _ 1 , _ 2 and \ 2 of N can be obtained to any suitable order by an ad hoc formula manipulator. The results for n=3, and k=1, 2, 3 up to order N=4 are displayed in Appendix B.
Remarks
v In complex parameters the stability boundary is given by # 2 1 =4# 0 # 2 . v Let us compare with the results from [9, 13] , where the second resonance k=2 was considered in the perturbed Mathieu equation (1). So consider the reversible example x +(a+b(cos t+c 2 cos 2t)) x=0, where the parameters a, b and c 2 are expressed in : 0 , : 1 and : 2 by the scaling (7), i.e., where a=1+: 0 , b=: 1 and bc 2 =: 2 .
In the case k=2 we obtain (up to order 3 in :)
compare Appendix B. A change of variables leads to the diagonal form obtained in [9, 13] .
Proof (of Corollary 4). We approximate by truncating the O-terms. The corresponding Hamiltonian system is given by
which is linear with periodic coefficients of period 2?Âk. This system easily provides us with the Floquet matrix of the trivial solution. Indeed, passing to corotating coordinates (u, v) by
we obtain
So, introducing the complex version of the Floquet matrix
the evolution of the pair (u, v) over time t reads
From this we directly obtain the corresponding evolution of the complex coordinates (q, p). Indeed, taking t=2? we find for Hill's map of the equation (6) in terms of the parameters # and in the complex (q, p)-coordinates
A direct translation of the equation (12) in terms of _ and \ yields
where we are still in the (q, p)-coordinates. Returning to (!, ') by the coordinate change (8), we denote,
and simply have to compute F=TF T &1 , which gives the desired result. K
At the Tongue Boundaries
In this subsection we present some results regarding the Floquet and Poincare matrix as well as their behavior on the tongue boundaries.
2.3.1. Floquet Matrix at the Tongue Boundary. Again fixing the resonance k, we consider the Floquet matrix at the tongue boundary. The reversible case is easiest. One branch of the boundary is given by _ 1 =2_ 2 .
By Corollary 4 it follows that here F is a lower diagonal matrix with only one non-zero element &2_ 1 , which is off diagonal. (Similarly for the other branch _ 1 =&2_ 2 , now F is upper diagonal.)
Next consider the general case. Putting # 2 = where .=2 . In the final expression we restricted to the upper sign. For the lower sign one has to interchange the off diagonal terms. Note that in the reversible case .=0 and at the tongue boundary =0.
In Fig. 6 we compare normal form approximations of the tongue boundaries for the resonance k=3, in the reversible near Mathieu case of equation (1), with numerical computations, compare Appendix B. Figure 6 shows the stability diagram in the (a, b)-plane, in a case with two instability pockets. Compare Fig. 3 . We also show the size of the offdiagonal terms of the Floquet matrix F c at the tongue-boundaries is depicted as a function of b. Finally, the formal computations up to order N=8, are compared to the numerical ones.
2.3.2.
Poincare Matrix at the Tongue Boundary. Let us now compute the Poincare matrix P explicitly. From F as given by (10) one has
In the reversible case this simplifies to
At the tongue boundaries one has 2=0 and hence
the matrix F now being nilpotent. The latter also follows from Section 2.3.1, since at the tongue boundary 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We now proceed by giving a proof of the cuspoidal normal form Theorem 1. Since in [9] the case k=2 was treated we here restrict to k>2. As said before, we restrict to the case where n=k. So, fixing the resonance k>2, we consider (a, b)r((
2 , 0), thereby restricting to the reversible case of (1)
so with all harmonics of order 2, ..., k included, with small parameters as coefficients. Our aim is to approximate the local Floquet map F c =F c (a, b) in dependence of these parameters c.
There are two scalings to deal with. First, scaling (7) in this reversible case reads
Second, we employ scaling (3),
where $ is a small parameter.
Remark. Many different notations are of course confusing. In the following we shall mostly express things either in : 0 , b and the c j , j 2, or in : 0 , B and the d j , j 2, where $ is small.
Preliminaries and Structure of the Map N
In the present reversible case, the map N, which expresses the normal form coefficients in terms of the parameters, has the form N=(_ 1 , _ 2 , 0), and we have to determine _ 1 and _ 2 to sufficient order in the parameters. To this purpose we start with the averaging process, see Theorem 3 and Section A.1. The initial Hamiltonian has the form (9)
recalling that : 1 =b. Averaging once, see Theorem 3 and Section A.1, we find
Therefore, the lowest order contributions to _ 1 and _ 2 are
It will be necessary to know the general format of the monomials in the map N. We shall consider the general case N:
The monomials in the components of N indeed satisfy simple rules, that can be checked by induction from the Lie series procedure. Compare Section A.1.
As an example consider the term containing z k . The coefficient of z k is obtained by adding the multiplication of several terms containing powers z l . The powers z l in the initial Hamiltonian have coefficients : or ; with index equal to the absolute value of l. This simple fact, together with the parity of the occurrence of ;-factors in _ 1 and _ 2 (even) and in \ 2 (odd) can be summarized as ;
Here coef denotes the coefficients, which are rational numbers and the summation extends over the set of nonnegative exponents e j , eÄ j , f j , f j with constraints
Note that eventually some of the rational``coef '' may be 0, due to cancellations. Also observe that in the present, reversible case f j #0#f j .
Computation of _ 1
We now focus on _ 1 , proceeding with a second averaging yielding the Hamiltonian H 2 . An elementary computation provides the``generator'' G 1 . In H 2 we have to inspect the terms
Since
and H 0, 1 =H 1 &H 1, 0 , one has to compute
The first term gives no contribution to H 2 , but the second contributes to _ 1 giving the following result, recalling that we assumed k>2.
Lemma 6 (Form of _ 1 ).
Remark. Hence for the equation _ 1 =0, see Appendix C, the dominant terms give
) .
Computation of _ 2
We proceed with _ 2 , again referring to Section A.1. From G 1 and H 1, 0 , using that k>2, one obtains the contribution
as well as terms of the form : 2 : k&2 , :
Now we use Proposition 5 and the scaling (3). From Theorem 3 and Appendices A and C we recall that _ 2 occurs as the coefficient of q 2 z &k in the final normal form, or (up to a change of sign) as the coefficient of p 2 z k . Note that no term containing : 0 as a factor can appear among the dominant terms of _ 2 , because skipping this factor would give another term giving a larger contribution to the coefficient of z k . The terms which remain in _ 2 are of the form
where d 1 =1, with k j=1 j(e j &eÄ j )=k. The lowest power $ k appears only if eÄ j #0. Hence we conclude Lemma 7 (Form of _ 2 ). There exist rational numbers coef j , j=3, ..., k and polynomials P j (d ), j=2, ..., k&2 in d=(d 2 , ..., d k ) with rational coefficients, such that
Remarks.
v In view of the above one might say that
.
v The form of the polynomials P j (d ) is readily seen. Indeed, the terms in The rational coefficients coef j are obtained during the averaging process. They will play an essential role, as we shall see now.
Let us rewrite the expression in Lemma 7 as
is a k th degree polynomial in B, satisfying Q k (0)=0 and with coefficients depending on d=(
where the w j are the symmetric polynomials in the B j . By comparison of coefficients it follows
Lemma 8 (Deformation). If coef j {0 for j=3, ..., k, the mapping
is a local diffeomorphism.
Indeed, from the triangular form of (13) we conclude that the smooth map d [ w locally has a smooth inverse. The conclusion of the lemma implies that the singularity coef k B k is deformed versally by the parameters d.
Lemma 9 (Coefficients coef j , for j=3, ..., k).
Proof. First, to show that coef k {0 we only need to consider the Mathieu case at exact resonance
Similarly, to show that coef j {0, j # [2, k&1] we only need to consider
where }Ä =k+1& j, since only powers of : 1 times, at most, one of the : }Ä , }Ä # [2, k&1] are relevant. Instead of using the Hamiltonian formulation it is more convenient to turn directly to the differential equations. Furthermore, as we are interested in the highest power in z, instead of cos t= 1 2 (z+z &1 ) we may use simply z. A further simplification consists in replacing t by 2t. Therefore the differential equation in the case of coef k reads
where z=e it (with the new time) and where = is used instead of bÂ2. It is, moreover, convenient to use z as independent variable and so we arrive at the linear differential equation 
starting with & 0 =1. The case m=k is different, because logarithmic terms appear. Looking for
Hence, a solution, say x (1) , is given by
Considering the initial and final values of time (now t=0 and t=4?) and keeping in mind that log z=it, one sees that the initial and final values of x, x$, after one period, are of the form
Note that these expressions differ only in the O(= k ) contributions arising from the logarithmic terms in the solution.
We can now proceed with the other fundamental solution, say x (2) , starting with the zero order term z k . However, it is better to look at that solution for the conjugate equation x +(k 2 +=z &2 ) x=0. The same recurrence as before is found for the computation of the coefficients & m , m< j, now
) as fundamental solutions we obtain the Poincare matrix as
A comparison with the expression of the Poincare matrix in the reversible case, if we do not take into account _ 1 , shows that & k for the present equation and _ 2 for the initial formulation, are proportional. From the recurrence we have
From this and the change of parameter (= instead of bÂ2) one obtains the first result of the lemma. Now we proceed to the computation of coef j , j=2, ..., k&1. Here, the relevant linear equation is
where \ abbreviates 1 2 bc }Ä . We are after the coefficient of
It is possible to proceed recurrently as before, but now in the iterative process we can take k&}Ä times the term in =z 2 and then the term \z 2 }Ä , or one can use this term at some intermediate step or at the first one. Recalling that }Ä =k+1& j the second result of the lemma is immediate. K Remark. The same approach can be applied to obtain explicit expressions for the coefficients of terms involving several d j (using multiple summations), but they are not needed for our purposes. From the computation it is immediate that all of these are different from zero. In particular coef j {0, as desired. See Lemma 9, where all terms of the sum have equal sign.
Conclusion
We partially summarize the results of this section as follows.
Theorem 10 (Computational normal form, reversible case). Fixing the resonance k>2 in the reversible near Mathieu equation (1), with p c (t)= cos t+ k j=2 c k cos( jt), the map N=(_ 1 , _ 2 , 0) in the scaling (3) has the form
Here Q k (B; d ) is a kth degree polynomial in B. The parameters d= (d 2 , ..., d k ) versally deform the classical Mathieu case where
As indicated in the above theorem, we consider (: 0 , B) as the variables and d=(d 2 , ..., d k ) as parameters. Furthermore $ just serves to control the size of the perturbation. From here a proof of the main Theorem 1 is quite standard in singularity theory, compare, e.g., Bro cker and Lander [5] . Indeed, one first applies the submersion theorem thereby turning the variable : 0 into a kind of parameter and reducing to the B-direction. Second, in the B-direction singularity theory for functions of one variable applies, which gives the cuspoid normal form of Theorem 1. By versality this local normal form holds for sufficiently small $.
Remarks.
v Finally we go back to the scaling (3), where c j =$ j&1 d j . We now show that there is no other choice. Indeed, assume we do not scale the parameter c j . Then _ 2 can be written as
and the choice c j =d j $ j&1 , for some finite d j , appears as inevitable.
v It may be clear that the situation is completely different if some harmonics, c j , 1< j k are missing. For instance, if c k =0 then B=0 is always a double zero, but if c k =c k&1 =0 there are terms in B 2 containing the products c 2 c k&2 , c 3 c k&3 , ... and, in general, we shall not have a triple zero at B=0. If c k =c k&1 =0 but there is an harmonic c k+1 {0, then terms in c k+1 B 2 shall appear and, if we scale by c k+1 =$ k&2 d k+1 , d k+1 finite, the behavior will be similar to the case c k =0, c k&1 {0.
THE GENERAL NEAR MATHIEU CASE FOR ANY k>2
In this section we give some brief remarks about the general case, which is not necessarily reversible. We recall the general fact that the k th tongue boundaries meet transversal at the resonance precisely if the k th harmonic does not vanish, cf. [17, 3, 13] . Also we bring to mind that, since the range Sp(1) of H is 3-dimensional, generically no nontrivial foldings (crossings) appear. One of the things we shall show is that disconnected tongues locally cannot exist in the near Mathieu case. For a more general discussion see Appendix D.
To be more precise we now take 
where $ is a small parameter as before and things are expressed either in : 0 , b and the c j , s j , j 2, or in : 0 , B, $ and the d j , t j , j 2. In these circumstances we have, following the same line of argument as in Section 3:
Theorem 11 (Computational normal form, general case). Fixing the resonance k>2 in the near Mathieu equation (1), with p c, s (t) as above, the nap N=(_ 1 , _ 2 , \ 2 ) in the above scalings has the form
Here Q k (B; d, t) and R k (B; d, t) are kth degree polynomials in B, the parameters now being (d, t)=(d 2 , ..., d k , t 2 , ..., t k ). The number of t-factors in each monomial of Q k is even, while for R k this number is odd. Moreover,
The fact that the leading term of R k is missing implies that the reparametrization (c, s) [ (d, t) , unlike in the case of Lemma 8, is not a local diffeomorphism. In fact, the reparametrization is neither injective nor surjective. This can be seen by following the line of the proof in Section 3. Indeed, it turns out not to be possible to prescribe zeroes B 2 , ..., B k of the Floquet map, or equivalently, of N. Here we recall that always B 1 =0, while d 1 =1 and t 1 =0. Such zeroes correspond to intersection points of the tongue boundaries of the kth resonance. Note the general property that the equation Another option is the following, again fixing the resonance k>2. Assume that, apart from (: 0 , b) and (:, ;)=(: 2 , ..., : k , ; 2 , ..., ; k ), we also introduce the coefficient ; 2k&1 as a parameter. Moreover, we change the above scaling by putting
instead. It turns out that in this case the form of Theorem 11 does not change, but that now in the polynomial R k (B) the term B k has a nonzero coefficient. This yields that it is possible to have any prescribed set of k values of B (including B=0), for which the Floquet map covers zero. For the corresponding value of : 0 we again use the special form of _ 1 . We then have a set of possible choices of the parameters of dimension 1. So now the reparametrization is surjective, but not injective. For the cases k=2, 3 this can be checked from Appendix B.
Finally we consider the problem of the disconnected tongues. Concerning the points (: 0 , b) at the boundaries of the tongue for small b, the following holds. First recall the equation _ v From the geometry of the stability domains inside Sp(1), compare [9] , by a connectedness argument, it even seems plausible that disconnected tongues cannot occur for any values of a and b. This is confirmed by our considerations in Appendix D.
CONCLUSIONS
We studied the geometry of the resonance tongues of Hill's equation near the classical Mathieu case,
mainly restricting to the reversible case, where p(&t)#p(t). It turns out that the classical Mathieu equation with p(t)=cos t is quite degenerate, since in the (a, b)-plane the tongue boundaries at the kth resonance (a, b)=(( k 2 ) 2 , 0) are tangent of order k&1. From [17, 3, 13] it was already known that these boundaries at the kth resonance meet transversally if and only if the kth harmonic of p(t) does not vanish. It turned out that this singularity can be versally deformed by adding all lower harmonics as small parameters. This result in Theorem 1 was phrased in terms of a (Whitney) cuspoid normal form of Hill's map H, which assigns to each parameter point (a, b) the corresponding Poincare matrix P a, b in a 2-dimensional range. This theorem implies that for the deforming family p c (t)=cos t+ k j=2 c j cos( jt), for appropriate small values of c= (c 2 , ..., c k ), any number up to k&1 of instability pockets can occur, as well as any tangency of the tongue boundaries up to order k&1. As an example, in the Figs. 2, 3 the organisation is shown of all this both in the cuspoid normal form and in the (c 2 , c 3 )-plane for the case k=3. This result has some robustness in the class of all C -functions p, in any case for the addition of small higher harmonics. The basis of these considerations is a computational normal form, obtained by averaging both for the reversible and the nonreversible case. The latter result enables a perturbation analysis of the tongue-geometry away from reversibility, see Figs. 5 and 7.
The question of whether it is possible to have simultaneously k&1 pockets, emerging from the kth order resonance, for all k # N is addressed in [12] , where some striking relation with a class of Ince equations and interesting global phenomena are displayed.
A related problem concerns the setting where the forcing term, instead of periodic, is quasi-periodic. An example of this with two frequencies is the equation x +(a+bp c (t)) x=0, with forcing term p c (t)=cos t+cos #t+ c cos(1 + #) t), where # = terminology here speaks of the Schro dinger equation with potential p c .) In [11] it was discovered that the resonance phenomena for small b are largely the same as here: also in the quasi-periodic case resonance tongues and instability pockets show up with the same complexity as in the present periodic case. More globally in the (a, b)-plane, however, there turns out to be a huge difference with the periodic case, also compare [11, 22] .
APPENDIX A: THE GIORGILLI GALGANI AVERAGING METHOD
We here describe the normalizing (averaging) transformation leading to the normal form Theorem 3 in detail [14] . The search is for the Taylor Fourier series of a generating function G=G 1 +G 2 +..., where the subscript refers to the order, in this case in (:, ;) . This series will be foundAPPENDIX B: THE MAP N UP TO ORDER FOUR IN (:, ;) We here display the result of the formula manipulator mentioned Section 2.2. 
APPENDIX C: THE AVERAGING APPROACH FOR LOW RESONANCES
In this section we consider the near Mathieu case of equation (1) . For the lower resonances k 6 we directly inspect the tongue boundaries, particularly their intersection points, using the outcome of the averaging as presented in Appendix B. Apart from the checks this gives, it also provides important ideas for the proofs in Sections 3 and 4. We recall from (12) that the Floquet map F is given by
and from (7) the scaling
: j =bc j , ; j =bs j , for j 1, recalling that c 1 =1. We consider the stability diagram in the (: 0 , b)-plane. Tongue boundaries meet whenever the Floquet map F covers the zero-matrix, which is expressed by the equations
Note that by construction (parametric forcing) always (: 0 , b)=(0, 0) is a solution of this. In the forthcoming subsections expressions like : monomials=0 mean that
: monomials_(1+O(: 0 , b, c 2 , c 3 , s 2 , s 3 ))=0.
Recall that in the reversible case always s=0 and \ 2 =0.
C.1. The Case k=1
Note that now : 0 =a& leading to the three cases b=0 or b=4(c 2 \-c 2 2 &c 3 ), s 3 =bs 2 Â2. Of course, some solutions may coincide or dissapear into the complex plane. This (partly) explains the complexity of Fig. 2, 3 and 6 . Indeed, in the classical Mathieu case, corresponding to c 3 =0, the check tongue boundaries have third order contact, cf. Fig. 1. For c 3 <c The form of these equations is such that we can prescribe any polynomial in B of degree k&1 and, then recurrently determine the d j from d 2 to d k to produce this polynomial. In particular we can obtain k&1 instability pockets or multiple fixed points. Compare the complexity predicted by the cuspoid normal form Theorem 1 and the Remarks following this. Also see the proof of Section 3.
APPENDIX D: DISCONNECTED TONGUES DO NOT EXIST
This appendix deals with the near-Mathieu equation
x +(a+bp(t)+=q(t)) x=0.
The functions p and q are 2?-periodic in t, while p is even. The``perturbation'' q, however, is not necessarily even. Consider a parameter point (a, b), with b{0 where the boundaries of a given resonance tongue meet for ==0.
Note that by changing =Ä ==Âb, we may rewrite bp(t)+=q(t)=b( p(t)+ =Ä q(t)). The univalence of Hill's map implies that H ==0 (a, b)=\Id. For simplicity we here restrict to the plus-sign, now studying the local behaviour of the tongue boundaries for |=| < <1. In particular we address the general question whether the perturbation can change the crossing into a disconnected tongue. The local situation for small |b| was treated in the main text with a negative answer. In fact for our proof of this we do not need p to be even, only that the crossing is transverse, for a sketch of the situation see Fig. 8 .
Proposition 12 (No disconnectedness of tongues). Assume that Eq. (15) for ==0 has a resonance tongue with a transversal crossing at (a, b), b{0. Then for any perturbation function q and |=| sufficiently small, the resonance tongue of (15) v What can one say when the crossing for ==0 is nontransverse? The case where both p and q are even is completely similar to the general theory as presented in the main text, which implies that the tongue remains connected.
For more general p and q, the crossing usually will disappear as in Fig. 8 , case (d).
